Book Club in a Bag Borrowing Policy

Any card holder in Erie County, with the exception of temporary card holders, may borrow a bag. The Crawford County Federated Library System (CCFLS) may also borrow bags for their patrons, by placing a request with the District Consultant.

Holds may be placed online through our website (catalog.erielibrary.org), by phone, or in person at any Public Libraries of Erie County library in Erie County. Bags must be picked up and returned to the circulation desk at any library in Erie County.

Do not return the bag through the Book Drop.

The person checking out the bag is solely responsible for the bag and the items in the bag. Folder items are for your use and do not need to be returned. Bags must be returned in their entirety, please check bag contents for all items before returning.

The loan period is 60 days. Patrons are permitted a limit of 2 bags checked out on their card at any one time. Bags may be renewed once, if the kit is not on hold for another patron. Patron will be charged $1 a day for overdue bags.

If an item is lost or damaged, a replacement copy or a replacement fee is required. Replacement copies are preferred since it allows the bag to return to circulation faster. Replacement of item must have the same ISBN and be new or gently used. If the replacement item is used the condition will need to be approved by a manager.

The replacement cost of individual items are as follows:

- Regular Paperback: $10
- Hardcover, Graphic Novel, DVD-Movies, Music CD: $15
- DVD-Series: $20

The replacement cost of an entire bag is the sum of all items that are contained in the bag.
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